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ABSTRACT 
A Mabius transformation M that is J-equivalent to a contraction, decreases the 
pseudochordal distance between every pair of points in the unit (matrix) disk. It may 
keep unchanged the distance between some pairs, and strictly decrease the distance 
between others. 
The unit (matrix) disk A- was introduced in [5] as the set of pairs of 
n x n matrices P = (P1 P,) such that PJP* = P,P: - P,P,* < 0, where 
and P = RP’ for some n x n matrix R, IRI # 0, whenever P and P’ represent 
the same point (e.g. [4]). We refer to the elements of A- as points of the 
interior of the unit disk. 
The subset that consists of the matrices P such that PJP* = - I is 
denoted by J ~. 
Each point in A - has a representative in J-. If P E J- represents some 
point in A -, then P’ represents the same point iff P = UP’ for some unitary 
matrix U. 
A 2n X 2 n matrix M is J-unitary if M JM* = J. 
A 2n x2n matrix M such that JMI + 0 represents a Miibius transforma- 
tion on the complex projective line P1( M,( C)) (of which A is considered to 
be a subset; see e.g. [l]) by P + PM. 
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We define the maps M and N to be J-equivalent iff M = HNK where H 
and K are J-unitary matrices (e.g. [4]). We define the map M to be a 
contraction iff M = diag( m r, . . . , m2,,) so that 0 < m, < mj whenever 1~ i < n 
and n+l<j<2n. 
The Mobius transformation M is J-equivalent to a contraction iff M maps 
A- into A- (cf. [l], [3, Theorem 81, [6]). In fact, this is similar to the 
J-contraction in the sense of Potapov: M is a J-contraction if for some 
nonzero scalar multiple M, of M, M:JM, < J (e.g. [l], [2]). 
The distance between points in A- was defined in [S]: if P E J- and 
Q E J- are representatives of two points in A-, then the distance is given by 
p = /v (where ]I I] denotes the spectral norm). 
The pseudochordal distance is in fact given by p//g. 
We intend to justify our terminology, that is (cf. [l]), 
THEOREM 1. Zf M is a map that is J-equivalent to a contraction, then 
for every pair of points P,Q the distance between PM and QM is not greater 
than the distance between P and Q. 
Proof. Since J-unitary matrices preserve distances, and since every point 
in A- may be mapped by a J-unitary Mobius transformation to the origin 
0 = (0 I), it suffices to prove the theorem for the case where M = 
diag(m,,..., m2,,) and where Q=(O Z). Denote M,=diag(m,,...,m,) and 
M, = diag( m, + r, . . . , mzn). Then QM = Q as points in A-. Let P = 
(P, Pz) E JJ ; then the distance between P and Q is given by p = ]I PIII. 
Since CC * = (P,M,M$P,* - P,M,M:P;)-’ > 0, then (CP,M, CP,M,) 
E J _, and the distance between PM and QM is given by I(CP,M, )I. We may 
assume that ]]Ma]] = 1, whence ]]Mr]] = r < 1. We have therefore IICP,M,Ij < 
IlCll* PT. 
For every vector x, if xx *=l,letz=xP,andy=xP,;thenxz*-yy*= 
1, and (since M is a contraction) 
xc-‘(c-I)*%* = ZM,M,*z* - yiVrL%41*y* 
> &z* - 72yy* = r2. 
It follows that if p is a singular value of C-‘, then p >, 7; hence ](C(] < r-r, 
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and it follows that 
and thus the distance has decreased, as stated. 
The following is another proof. As M,M: < I, it follows that P,M,M;P,* 
< PIP?. It results that I = P,P,* - P,P: < P,P,* - P,M,MPP: = C- ‘C I. 
Hence we have CC * < I, and therefore in particular llCll < 1 and the result 
follows from 
IW,M,II G IICII II~III:IIMIII G lIPIlL n 
Since M maps A- into A- iff it is a contraction, we may rephrase 
Theorem 1 as 
THEOREM 1. Zf M maps A ~ into A-, then it is a distance decreasing 
(nonincreasing) map. 
In the scalar case, either the map M is a distance preserving map, or else 
it is a (strictly) distance decreasing map. If n > 1 we have 
THEOREM 2. Zf M is a contraction, M = diag( m l,. . . , m2,,), if m,, + j = m 
for j = 1,. . *, n, and if for some j, 1 < j < n, we have m, < mi = m, then 
there exist points P, Q for which the distance is preserved under M, and there 
exist points for which the distance strictly decreases. 
Proof. With the remarks and notation as in the proof of Theorem 1, 
II M,ll = 1 and M, # 1. The matrix M, - Z # 0 is singular, hence a nonzero 
matrix P, exists such that P,(Z - M,) = 0 and a matrix Pz exists such that 
P,P,* - P,P; = I. Since M, = I, one has P,M, = Pz and P,M, = P,. Thus the 
distance between P = (PI P,) and 0 = (0 Z) is the same as the distance 
between PM = P and OM = 0. 
On the other hand, let E denote the matrix whose ij element is 6,,Slj 
(the Kroenecker delta). Then P = (P, P2), with P, = &E, and P = Z + E is 
a point in J- with distance &? from 0 = (0 I). Since PM = (m 3 E Z + E), P 
we get a representative in J- by taking C(mfiE Z + E), where CC* = 
[I + 3(1- m’)E] -I. It follows that the distance between PM and QM is 
given by 
m 3/[1+3(1- m’)] <ma, 
and thus the distance between the pair P, Q strictly decreases. n 
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Since all the points in A- lie in the (finite) Euclidean complex plane, 
which is isometric with M,(C)-the n X n complex matrices equipped with 
the spectral norm ]I I] (e.g. [4])-the points in A- may be represented by 
matrices Z for which l\Zll < 1. 
The distance of 0 from Z is given by d(0, Z) = p//g, where 
p=IlJI-zz*z(I. 
The distance d(Z, W) between Z and W is given in a similar way by 
p = IIFzzqz - w)~TTi=wII. 
The Mobius transformation is given by M(Z) = (ZC + D))‘(ZA + B) (e.g. 
[4]), where A, B, C, D E M,(C), and the corresponding 2n X2n matrix M is 
nonsingular, where 
The transformation M is a contraction if B = C = 0, and A, D are (real) 
positive diagonal matrices, so that IIA-‘ll< \lD\l-‘. We obtain: 
(1) M(Z)M(Z)* < 1 whenever ZZ* < 1 iff M is equivalent to a contrac- 
tion. 
(2) M(Z)M(Z)* < 1 whenever ZZ* < 1 iff d(M(Z), M(W)) < d(Z, W) 
whenver ZZ * < 1 and WW * < 1. 
Considering the Mobius transformation M(Z) = (ZC + D)-‘(ZA + B) 
that transforms the exterior of the unit disk into itself-that is, M(Z)M(Z)* 
> I whenever ZZ * > Z-these matrices Z and M(Z) are invertible, and 
N(Z) = M(Z_r-1 is a Mobius transformation that maps every regular 
matrix in A ~ into A ~. By the continuity of IV(Z) (e.g. [4]) we may deduce 
that in fact N(Z) necessarily maps A- into A-; hence N(Z) = (ZB + 
A)-l(ZD + C) is equivalent to a contraction. We also say that M(Z) is 
equivalent to an expansion, where expansion is defined in the obvious way. 
There follows an interesting problem: Characterize those Mobius transfor- 
mations that map the exterior of the unit disk into itself, that is, those maps 
that are equivalent to expansions. 
Notice that what one needs to verify is the case when a map that is 
equivalent to an expansion is actually defined on the exterior of the unit disk. 
These maps naturally carry the exterior of the unit disk into itself when we 
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consider it as a map of the whole projective matrix space P1( M,(C)) (e.g. 
[41). 
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